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F2F Course Schedule for Week 3 

 
 11:00-11:50 Technology for Students with Differentiated Needs in 

reference to learning style 
 12:00-12:50 Technology for Students with Differentiated Needs in 

reference to multiple intelligences 
 01:00-01:50 Blogging as a tool for reflection to activate critical thinking 

Nettiquette & The 7 blogging virtues  
  

  
Assignment for Week 7: Online Workshop   

 
 Week 3-4 Register and create your blog  
 Week 4-5 Post an entry about yourself on a PAGE  
 Week 5-6 Add related links to your blog 
  

F2F Course Schedule for Week 7 
 

 11:00-11:50  
 12:00-12:50  
 01:00-01:50  
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Learning Matrix: 
 
Learning Outcomes Learning Process Assessment 
Participants should be able to apply 
knowledge and skills in information 
and communication technology 
articulately and develop critical 
thinking, inter-personal and 
communication skills through working 
in large and small multi-discipline 
and/or multi-cultural group. 
 

 
 

 Identify, explore and select knowledge from 
various databases and resources and 
integrates them with prior knowledge and 
experience to create and organize new 
knowledge that can be assessed by peer 
and moderators.   

 Participants will work individually or 
cooperatively within their small group to 
design and develop a weblog and 
collaborate with other groups to achieve a 
shared goal. 

 

 Reflective 
journal  

 Online forum 
 Individual/ 
group blogs 

 

Participants as an autonomous 
learner and trainer are responsible: 
 to promote, protect and enhance 

social values, cultural diversity and 
beliefs 

 to adhere to the global netiquette 
for their benefit as well as for the 
participants, institution and society 
at large.  

 

 
 
 Presentation and workshops  
 Blogging activities 
 Online discussion 

 
 

 
 
 Class 
participation 

 Reflective 
journal 

 Weekly forums 
 

 Participants are to maintain records 
of activities for critical reflections 
and improvement. 

 

 Critical reflection 
 

 Reflective 
journal 

 

 
Mini Project Assignment  Goal Due Date 

 
At least once a week 
during the duration of 

Week 3-7 
 

Final grade for the 
Week 17 

 
 

 
Teaching English with 
Technology BLOG  
 
Your blog should reflect an 
e-Journal  which is a 
recollection of critically 
reflected in-class or related 
out-of-class activities and 
reading assignments. 

 
Students are expected to write a weekly reflective journal 
(from week 3-7) by: 
 

(i) actively participating in both face to face 
(F2F) sessions, as well as in online 
discussions or personal email if necessary;  

 
(ii) by critically analyzing, asking, or making 

observations about reading materials, 
thereby indicating that they have thoroughly 
prepared and reflected their contribution to 
learning in this session of the course. 

 
Participants are expected to develop a digital portfolio or 
a blog as a tool for reflection, enhancing communication 
and collaboration and for sharing experiences and 
resources.  It should contain any previous work as a 
showcase demonstrating student’s skills and 
development. 

 

Reading Assignment   
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APPENDIX 1 
 

Perceptual Learning-Style Preferences  
 by Joy Reid 

This inventory was retype and  reformatted for  better web readibility 

Copyright 1984, by Joy Reid.  

If you wish to use this questionnaire, contact  Joy Reid at sreid@lamar.colostate.edu to get the original version.  
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Perceptual Learning-Style Preferences  
 by Joy Reid   

 
Directions 

People learn in many different ways. For example, some people learn primarily with their eyes (visual 
learners) or with the ears (auditory learners); some people prefer to learn by experience and/or by 
"hands-on" tasks (kinesthetic or tactile learners); some people learn better when they work alone while 
others prefer to learn in groups.  
 

This questionnaire has been designed to help you identify the way(s) you learn best--the way(s) you 
prefer to learn.  

Read each statement on the following pages. Please respond to the statements AS THEY APPLY TO 
YOUR STUDY OF COMPUTER FOR TEACHING ENGLISH.  

Decide whether you agree or disagree with each statement. For example, if you strongly agree, mark:  
 

SA 
Strongly agree 

A 
Agree 

U 
Undecided 

D 
Disagree 

SD 
Strongly Disagree 

X     
 

 
  
Please respond to each statement quickly, without too much thought. Try not to change your responses 
after you choose them. Please answer all the questions. Please use a pen to mark your choices.  

 
Perceptual Learning-Style Preference Questionnaire 

  
SA 

Strongly agree 
A 

Agree 
U 

Undecided 
D 

Disagree 
SD 

Strongly Disagree 
X     

 

Item SA A U D SD 

1. When the teacher tells me the instructions I understand better.           

2. I prefer to learn by doing something in class.           

3. I get more work done when I work with others.           

4. I learn more when I study with a group.           

5. In class, I learn best when I work with others.           

6. I learn better by reading what the teacher writes on the chalkboard.           

7. When someone tells me how to do something in class, I learn it better.           

8. When I do things in class, I learn better.           

9. I remember things I have heard in class better than things I have read.           

10. When I read instructions, I remember them better.           

11. I learn more when I can make a model of something.           

12. I understand better when I read instructions.           
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13. When I study alone, I remember things better.           

14. I learn more when I make something for a class project.           

15. I enjoy learning in class by doing experiments.           

16. I learn better when I make drawings as I study.           

17. I learn better in class when the teacher gives a lecture.           

18. When I work alone, I learn better.           

19. I understand things better in class when I participate in role-playing.           

20. I learn better in class when I listen to someone.           

21. I enjoy working on an assignment with two or three classmates.           

22. When I build something, I remember what I have learned better.           

23. I prefer to study with others.           

24. I learn better by reading than by listening to someone.           

25. I enjoy making something for a class project.           

26. I learn best in class when I can participate in related activities.           

27. In class, I work better when I work alone.           

28. I prefer working on projects by myself.           

29. I learn more by reading textbooks than by listening to lectures.           

30. I prefer to work by myself           
 

Self-Scoring Sheet 

Instructions  

There are 5 questions for each learning category in this questionnaire. The questions are grouped below 
according to each learning style. Each question you answer has a numerical value.  

SA 
Strongly agree 

A 
Agree 

U 
Undecided 

D 
Disagree 

SD 
Strongly Disagree 

5 4 3 2 1 
 
 
Fill in the blanks below with the numerical value of each answer. For example, if answered Strongly 
Agree (SA) for question 6 (a visual question), write a number 5 (SA) on the blank next to question 6 
below.  

Visual  
6 = 5 

 
 
When you have completed all the numerical values for Visual, add the numbers. Multiply the answer by 2, 
and put the total in the appropriate blank.  

Follow the process for each of the learning style categories. When you are finished, look at the scale at 
the bottom of the page; it will help you determine your major learning style preference(s), your minor 
learning style preference(s), and those learning style(s) that are negligible.  
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If you need help, please ask your teacher.  

 Visual   Tactile 
Question Score  Question Score 
6   11  
10   14  
12   16  
24   22  
29   25  
Total   Total  
Score = Total x 2   Score = Total x 2  
     

Auditory   Kinesthetic 
Question Score  Question Score 
1   2  
7   8  
9   15  
17   19  
20   26  
Total   Total  
Score = Total x 2   Score = Total x 2  
 

Group  Individual 
Question Score  Question Score 
3   13  
4   18  
5   27  
21   28  
23   30  
Total   Total  
Score = Total x 2   Score = Total x 2  
   
 
 

Major learning Style Preference 38-50 

Minor Learning Style Preference 25-37 

Negligible 0-24 
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EXPLANATION OF LEARNING STYLE PREFERENCES 
 

Students learn in many different ways. The questionnaire you completed and scored showed which ways 
you prefer to learn English. In many cases, students' learning style preferences show how well students 
learn material in different situations. The explanations of major learning style preferences below describe 
the characteristics of those learners. The descriptions will give you some information about ways in which 
you learn best.  
 
Visual Major Learning Style Preference  
You learn well Computer for teaching and learning English, from seeing words in books, on the 
chalkboard, and in workbooks. You remember and understand information and instructions better if you 
read them. You don't need as much oral explanation as an auditory learner, and you can often learn 
alone, with a book. You should take notes of lectures and oral directions if you want to remember the 
information.  
 
Auditory Major Learning Style Preference  
You learn from hearing words spoken and from oral explanations. You may remember information by 
reading aloud or moving your lips as you read, especially when you are learning new material. You 
benefit from hearing audio tapes, lectures, and class discussions. You benefit from making tapes to listen 
to, by teaching other students, and by conversing with your teacher.  
 
Kinesthetic Major Learning Style Preference  
You learn best by experience, by being involved physically in classroom experiences. You remember 
information well when you actively participate in activities, field trips, and role-playing in the classroom.  A 
combination of stimuli--for example, an audiotape combined with an activity--will help you understand new 
material.  
 
Tactile Major Learning Style Preference  
You learn best when you have the opportunity to do "hands-on" experiences with materials. That is, 
working on experiments in a laboratory, handling and building models, and touching and working with 
materials provide you with the most successful learning situation. Writing notes or instructions can help 
you remember information, and physical involvement in class related activities may help you understand 
new information.  
 
Group Major Learning Style Preference  
You learn more easily when you study with at least one other student, and you will be more successful 
completing work well when you work with others. You value group interaction and class work with other 
students, and you remember information better when you work with two or three classmates. The 
stimulation you receive from group work helps you learn and understand new information.  
 
Individual Major Learning Style Preference  
You learn best when you work alone. You think better when you study alone, and you remember 
information you learn by yourself. You understand new material best when you learn it alone, and you 
make better progress in learning when you work by yourself.  
 
Minor Learning Styles  
In most cases, minor learning styles indicate areas where you can function well as a learner. Usually a 
very successful learner can learn in several different ways.  
 
Negligible Learning Styles  
Often, a negligible score indicates that you may have difficulty learning in that way. One solution may be 
to direct your learning to your stronger styles. Another solution might be to try to work on some of the 
skills to strengthen your learning style in the negligible area.  
 
This explanation was adapted from the C.I.T.E. Learning Styles Instrument, Murdoch Teacher Center, 
Wichita, Kansas 67208. Copyright 1984, by Joy Reid.  If you wish to use this questionnaire, contact  Joy 
Reid at sreid@lamar.colostate.edu. 
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APPENDIX 2 
 
 

MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES CHECKLISTS FOR ADULTS  
 by  

McGrath, H. & Noble, T. (1999).   
Seven Ways at Once Book 1, Addison Wesley, Longman, Australia. 

 
This inventory was retype, reformatted and some words and examples were adapted to Asian situations  
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(Multiple Intelligences Checklist for Adults) 
 

  Always 
True of Me 

Often True 
of Me 

Sometimes 
True of Me 

Rarely or Never 
True of Me 

1 I feel confident about taking risks where controlling 
how my body moves is important. 

    

2 I write well in that I can find the right words to 
communicate what I want to say or to create 
images. 

    

3 I can tell when a musical note is off-key.     
4 I prefer to be and work with others more than be by 

myself. 
    

5 I enjoy using verbal humour, making witty remarks, 
puns, play-on-words, etc. 

    

6 I have no trouble reading maps.     
7 I can easily do practical mathematical operations in 

my head. 
    

8 I like to find the logical explanations in the things 
other people say or do. 

    

9 I like to go to musical appreciation activities.     
10 I enjoy playing a musical instrument.     
11 I know a lot about myself in terms of the way I learn 

and perform best. 
    

12 I am a good performer.     
13 I often notice small visual details that others miss.     
14 I try to find the time to be alone and reflect about 

important life questions. 
    

15 I can confidently visualise that something will look 
like before I start making or doing it (renovations, 
interior design, furniture, patterns). 

    

16 I have a fairly good sense of direction and 
navigation and I rarely get lost. 

    

17 I regularly engage in at least one sport or physical 
activity. 

    

18 I have attended personal growth seminars or read 
books or articles on self-awareness. 

    

19 I am very sensitive to other peoples’ feelings.     
20 Maths and Science were (are) among my favourite 

subjects at school. 
    

21 I can easily master most new sporting skills or 
exercises. 

    

22 I can identify what I want and work out what I have 
to do to achieve it and then do it. 

    

23 I would describe myself as well-coordinated.     
24 I really enjoy doing different kinds of word puzzles 

and games. 
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  Always 
True of Me 

Often True 
of Me 

Sometimes 
True of Me 

Rarely or Never 
True of Me 

25 I regularly engage in at least one art or craft activity 
such as painting, drawing, sculpting. 

    

26 My conversation is peppered with frequent 
references to things that I have read. 

    

27 I enjoy doing logic and maths puzzles and brain 
teasers. 

    

28 I like to play strategy games such as chess and 
mastermind. 

    

29 I tend to sing or hum a lot during the day.      
30 I like working with my hands at some concrete 

activity like sewing, weaving, carpentry, carving or 
model building. 

    

31 People have commented that I have a pleasant 
voice for singing and reciting quranic verses. 

    

32 When I am with other people I tend to be an 
organizer. 

    

33 I am an avid reader in both my personal, 
educational and professional life whenever I have 
the time. 

    

34 I enjoy using grammatically correct sentences and 
complex vocabulary. 

    

35 I can successfully adjust my behavior so that I get 
along well with a wide variety of people. 

    

36 I can recognize familiar songs even if they are 
differently orchestrated or without words. 

    

37 I am good at logical thinking of the kind used in 
debates. 

    

38 I think a lot about myself and why I am the way I am.     
39 I can work out on what other people are like and 

what are behind their behavior. 
    

40 I can accurately evaluate my own abilities and my 
strengths and weaknesses. 

    

41 When faced with an awkward parking spot I feel 
confident I can parallel parl successfully. 

    

42 I enjoy the challenge of teaching someone else what 
I know how to do. 

    

43 People often come to me for personal advise.     
44 English, Social Science and History were (are) 

easier for me at school than Maths or Science. 
    

45 I feel more comfortable when something has been 
measured, categorised, analysed or quantified. 

    

46 I like to spend my free time outdoors.     
47 I often see clear visual images when I close my 

eyes. 
    

48 I have music on all the time I am by myself.     
49 I like to write down and record how I am feeling or 

things that have happened to me. 
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MICA Scoring Instructions 
 
For each questions allocate 4 points for every ‘Always True of Me’ response, 3 points for every ‘Often 
True of Me’ response, 2 points for every ‘Sometimes True of Me’ response and 1 point for every ‘Rarely 
or Never True of Me’ response.  Place your scores in the chart below to see your relative strengths across 
the seven intelligences. 
 
Items Score  Items Score 

1   3  
12   9  
17   10  
21   29  
23   31  
30   36  
46   48  

BODILY KINESTHETIC TOTAL   MUSIC TOTAL  
 
Items Score  Items Score 

4   11  
19   14  
32   18  
35   22  
39   38  
42   40  
43   49  

PEOPLE TOTAL   SELF TOTAL  
 
Items Score  Items Score 

2   7  
5   8  

24   20  
26   27  
33   28  
34   37  
44   45  

WORD TOTAL   LOGIC AND MATHS TOTAL  
 
Items Score  RELATIVE STRENGTHS CHART 

6   Write in the scores foe each intelligences in 
13   Order from highest score to lowest score. 
15    
16   Order Score Intelligences 
25   1st  
41   2nd  
47   3rd  

SPACE AND VISION TOTAL   4th   
   5tth   
   6th   
   7th   
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MI Research Report by Meg Costanzo 
 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
Meg Costanzo’s primary research concern is how to identify her students’ strongest intelligences through 
an MI assessment in order to guide their learning process. She begins her AMI journey by reflecting on 
her own intelligences and is then inspired to “encourage students to go through the same type of 
reflective process.” In her small, rural program where learners prepare to take the GED or work on a task-
based diploma program, Meg develops an assessment students can use on their own. She then 
encourages her students to explore their intelligences in greater depth through weekly dialogue journals. 
She discovers that “students appreciate having their intelligences acknowledged and valued. Many have 
never had the opportunity to claim their intelligences before this experience.” Meg believes this deepened 
self-knowledge has served to increase her students’ self-confidence which, in turn, increases the 
students’ willingness to experiment  
 
RESEARCH CONTEXT 
 
I teach an evening Adult Basic Education (ABE) class at The Tutorial Center in Manchester Center, 
Vermont. To understand our learning center, you need to know something about our community. Located 
in southwestern Vermont in Bennington County (population 36,000), the Town of Manchester has a 
population of about 3,600. The area’s two largest industries are tourism and retail trade, two sectors of 
the economy not traditionally known for creating high paying jobs. Manchester is also a popular 
retirement spot for out-of-staters. It is an area of contrast, with many very expensive estates and upscale 
neighborhoods, interspersed with pockets of poverty, especially in the outlying rural settings. My students 
have ranged in age from 16 to 54. The overwhelming majority are white, female native Vermonters. Most 
are working in service-oriented occupations; some are staying home to raise families. When asked about 
their interests and hobbies, my students generally list outdoor activities, natural science, animals, crafts, 
and family. Adult students come to The Tutorial Center to prepare for the GED tests or to earn a high 
school degree in the Vermont Adult Diploma Program (VADP).  Since we have an open enrollment policy, 
they can enter the program whenever they wish and remain until they have met their educational goals. 
This means some students are in the class for a few weeks, while others register for a year or more, 
depending on their academic abilities. GED students follow a prescribed course of study developed 
around the tests they need to pass. VADP students work on basic competencies, write autobiographical 
essays, and work independently on a set of skills assigned by the state. This means that on any given 
night, each student might be working on a different assignment. Some students may just be beginning the 
program, while others are in the final stages of completing their work. The program is one that demands a 
great deal of flexibility on the parts of both the students and the teacher. 
 
In April of 1997, I rewrote my research question and action plan to reflect a shift from group activities to 
ones where individuals could proceed at their own rate, while still participating in group projects that were 
more short-term in nature: How can teacher and student, working collaboratively: 
 
            a. identify the student’s strongest intelligences through MI-based assessment and classroom  

 activities?  
            b. use the understanding of these intelligences to guide the learning process? 
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APPENDIX 3 
This article was reformatted for normal text reading from the web format in  

http://www.albion.com/netiquette/rule1.html extracted from the Virginia Shea's Netiquette book 

 
 

RULE 1: REMEMBER THE HUMAN 
 
The golden rule your parents and your kindergarten teacher taught you was pretty simple: Do unto others 
as you'd have others do unto you. Imagine how you'd feel if you were in the other person's shoes. Stand 
up for yourself, but try not to hurt people's feelings.  
 
In cyberspace, we state this in an even more basic manner: Remember the human.  
 
When you communicate electronically, all you see is a computer screen. You don't have the opportunity 
to use facial expressions, gestures, and tone of voice to communicate your meaning; words -- lonely 
written words -- are all you've got. And that goes for your correspondent as well.  
 
When you're holding a conversation online -- whether it's an email exchange or a response to a 
discussion group posting -- it's easy to misinterpret your correspondent's meaning. And it's frighteningly 
easy to forget that your correspondent is a person with feelings more or less like your own.  
 
It's ironic, really. Computer networks bring people together who'd otherwise never meet. But the 
impersonality of the medium changes that meeting to something less -- well, less personal. Humans 
exchanging email often behave the way some people behind the wheel of a car do: They curse at other 
drivers, make obscene gestures, and generally behave like savages. Most of them would never act that 
way at work or at home. But the interposition of the machine seems to make it acceptable.  
 
The message of Netiquette is that it's not acceptable. Yes, use your network connections to express 
yourself freely, explore strange new worlds, and boldly go where you've never gone before. But 
remember the Prime Directive of Netiquette: Those are real people out there. Would you say it to the 
person's face? Writer and Macintosh evangelist Guy Kawasaki tells a story about getting email from some 
fellow he's never met. Online, this fellow tells Guy that he's a bad writer with nothing interesting to say. 
 
Unbelievably rude? Yes, but unfortunately, it happens all the time in cyberspace. Maybe it's the awesome 
power of being able to send mail directly to a well-known writer like Guy. Maybe it's the fact that you can't 
see his face crumple in misery as he reads your cruel words. Whatever the reason, it's incredibly 
common. 
 
Guy proposes a useful test for anything you're about to post or mail: Ask yourself, "Would I say this to the 
person's face?" If the answer is no, rewrite and reread. Repeat the process till you feel sure that you'd 
feel as comfortable saying these words to the live person as you do sending them through cyberspace. Of 
course, it's possible that you'd feel great about saying something extremely rude to the person's face. In 
that case, Netiquette can't help you. Go get a copy of Miss Manners' Guide to Excruciatingly Correct 
Behavior.  
 
Another reason not to be offensive online  
 
When you communicate through cyberspace -- via email or on discussion groups -- your words are 
written. And chances are they're stored somewhere where you have no control over them. In other words, 
there's a good chance they can come back to haunt you. Never forget the story of famous email user 
Oliver North. Ollie, you'll remember, was a great devotee of the White House email system, PROFS. He 
diligently deleted all incriminating notes he sent or received. What he didn't realize was that, somewhere 
else in the White House, computer room staff were equally diligently backing up the mainframe where his 
messages were stored. When he went on trial, all those handy backup tapes were readily available as 
evidence against him.  
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You don't have to be engaged in criminal activity to want to be careful. Any message you send could be 
saved or forwarded by its recipient. You have no control over where it goes.  

 
 

RULE 2: ADHERE TO THE SAME STANDARDS OF BEHAVIOR ONLINE  
THAT YOU FOLLOW IN REAL LIFE 

 
In real life, most people are fairly law-abiding, either by disposition or because we're afraid of getting 
caught. In cyberspace, the chances of getting caught sometimes seem slim. And, perhaps because 
people sometimes forget that there's a human being on the other side of the computer, some people think 
that a lower standard of ethics or personal behavior is acceptable in cyberspace.  

The confusion may be understandable, but these people are mistaken. Standards of behavior may be 
different in some areas of cyberspace, but they are not lower than in real life.  

Be ethical  

Don't believe anyone who says, "The only ethics out there are what you can get away with." This is a 
book about manners, not about ethics. But if you encounter an ethical dilemma in cyberspace, consult the 
code you follow in real life. Chances are good you'll find the answer.  

One more point on Netiquette ethics: If you use shareware, pay for it. Paying for shareware encourages 
more people to write shareware. The few dollars probably won't mean much to you, and they benefit all of 
cyberspace in the long run.  

Breaking the law is bad Netiquette  

If you're tempted to do something that's illegal in cyberspace, chances are it's also bad Netiquette.  

Some laws are obscure or complicated enough that it's hard to know how to follow them. And in some 
cases, we're still establishing how the law applies to cyberspace. Two examples are the laws on privacy 
(see Rule 8 and "Email Privacy -- a Grand Illusion" on page 125) and copyright (see "Copyright in 
Cyberspace" on page 133).  

Again, this is a book on manners, not a legal manual. But Netiquette mandates that you do your best to 
act within the laws of society and cyberspace.  

 
 

RULE 3: KNOW WHERE YOU ARE IN CYBERSPACE 

 
Netiquette varies from domain to domain  

What's perfectly acceptable in one area may be dreadfully rude in another. For example, in most TV 
discussion groups, passing on idle gossip is perfectly permissible. But throwing around unsubstantiated 
rumors in a journalists' mailing list will make you very unpopular there.  

And because Netiquette is different in different places, it's important to know where you are. Thus the 
next corollary:  

Lurk before you leap 

When you enter a domain of cyberspace that's new to you, take a look around. Spend a while listening to 
the chat or reading the archives. Get a sense of how the people who are already there act. Then go 
ahead and participate.  
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RULE 4: RESPECT OTHER PEOPLE'S TIME AND BANDWIDTH 
 

It's a cliché that people today seem to have less time than ever before, even though (or perhaps because) 
we sleep less and have more labor-saving devices than our grandparents did. When you send email or 
post to a discussion group, you're taking up other people's time (or hoping to). It's your responsibility to 
ensure that the time they spend reading your posting isn't wasted.  

The word "bandwidth" is sometimes used synonymously with time, but it's really a different thing. 
Bandwidth is the information-carrying capacity of the wires and channels that connect everyone in 
cyberspace. There's a limit to the amount of data that any piece of wiring can carry at any given moment -
- even a state-of-the-art fiber-optic cable. The word "bandwidth" is also sometimes used to refer to the 
storage capacity of a host system. When you accidentally post the same note to the same newsgroup five 
times, you are wasting both time (of the people who check all five copies of the posting) and bandwidth 
(by sending repetitive information over the wires and requiring it to be stored somewhere).  

You are not the center of cyberspace  

Presumably, this reminder will be superfluous to most readers. But I include it anyway, because when 
you're working hard on a project and deeply involved in it, it's easy to forget that other people have 
concerns other than yours. So don't expect instant responses to all your questions, and don't assume that 
all readers will agree with -- or care about -- your passionate arguments.  

Rules for discussion groups  

Rule 4 has a number of implications for discussion group users. Most discussion group readers are 
already spending too much time sitting at the computer; their significant others, families, and roommates 
are drumming their fingers, wondering when to serve dinner, while those network maniacs are catching 
up on the latest way to housebreak a puppy or cook zucchini.  

And many news-reading programs are slow, so just opening a posted note or article can take a while. 
Then the reader has to wade through all the header information to get to the meat of the message. No 
one is pleased when it turns out not to be worth the trouble. See "Netiquette for Discussion Groups" on 
page 65 for detailed rules.  

To whom should messages be directed? (Or why "mailing list" could become a dirty word)  

In the old days, people made copies with carbon paper. You could only make about five legible copies. 
So you thought good and hard about who you wanted to send those five copies to.  

Today, it's as easy to copy practically anyone on your mail as it is not to. And we sometimes find 
ourselves copying people almost out of habit. In general, this is rude. People have less time than ever 
today, precisely because they have so much information to absorb. Before you copy people on your 
messages, ask yourself whether they really need to know. If the answer is no, don't waste their time. If the 
answer is maybe, think twice before you hit the send key.  

 
RULE 5: MAKE YOURSELF LOOK GOOD ONLINE 

 
Take advantage of your anonymity 
  
I don't want to give the impression that the net is a cold, cruel place full of people who just can't wait to 
insult each other. As in the world at large, most people who communicate online just want to be liked. 
Networks -- particularly discussion groups -- let you reach out to people you'd otherwise never meet. And 
none of them can see you. You won't be judged by the color of your skin, eyes, or hair, your weight, your 
age, or your clothing.  
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You will, however, be judged by the quality of your writing. For most people who choose to communicate 
online, this is an advantage; if they didn't enjoy using the written word, they wouldn't be there. So spelling 
and grammar do count.  

If you're spending a lot of time on the net and you're shaky in these areas, it's worth brushing up on them. 
There are plenty of books available, but you'll learn more -- and possibly have more fun -- if you take a 
course. If you're an older adult, you don't have to take a "bonehead grammar" course with a bunch of 
bored teenagers. Instead, look for courses on proofreading and copyediting; they usually cover the basic 
rules of grammar pretty thoroughly, and they'll be filled with motivated students who are there because 
they want to be. Check your local community college and university extension catalogs -- you'll be 
amazed at what they offer. A side benefit is that taking courses involves meeting people you can actually 
see.  

Know what you're talking about and make sense  

Pay attention to the content of your writing. Be sure you know what you're talking about -- when you see 
yourself writing "it's my understanding that" or "I believe it's the case," ask yourself whether you really 
want to post this note before checking your facts. Bad information propagates like wildfire on the net. And 
once it's been through two or three iterations, you get the same distortion effect as in the party game 
"Operator": Whatever you originally said may be unrecognizable. (Of course, you could take this as a 
reason not to worry about the accuracy of your postings. But you're only responsible for what you post 
yourself, not for what anyone else does with it.)  

In addition, make sure your notes are clear and logical. It's perfectly possible to write a paragraph that 
contains no errors in grammar or spelling, but still makes no sense whatsoever. This is most likely to 
happen when you're trying to impress someone by using a lot of long words that you don't really 
understand yourself. Trust me -- no one worth impressing will be impressed. It's better to keep it simple.  

Don't post flame-bait  

Finally, be pleasant and polite. Don't use offensive language, and don't be confrontational for the sake of 
confrontation.  

Q. Is swearing acceptable on the net?  

Only in those areas where sewage is considered an art form, e.g., the USENET newsgroup alt.tasteless. 
Usually, if you feel that cursing in some form is required, it's preferable to use amusing euphemisms like 
"effing" and "sugar." You may also use the classic asterisk filler -- for example, s***. The archness is 
somehow appropriate to the net, and you avoid offending anyone needlessly. And everyone will know 
exactly what you mean.  

 
RULE 6: SHARE EXPERT KNOWLEDGE 

 
Finally, after all that negativity, some positive advice.  
 
The strength of cyberspace is in its numbers. The reason asking questions online works is that a lot of 
knowledgeable people are reading the questions. And if even a few of them offer intelligent answers, the 
sum total of world knowledge increases. The Internet itself was founded and grew because scientists 
wanted to share information. Gradually, the rest of us got in on the act.  

So do your part. Despite the long lists of no-no's in this book, you do have something to offer. Don't be 
afraid to share what you know.  

It's especially polite to share the results of your questions with others. When you anticipate that you'll get 
a lot of answers to a question, or when you post a question to a discussion group that you don't visit 
often, it's customary to request replies by email instead of to the group. When you get all those 
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responses, write up a summary and post it to the discussion group. That way, everyone benefits from the 
experts who took the time to write to you.  

If you're an expert yourself, there's even more you can do. Many people freely post all kinds of resource 
lists and bibliographies, from lists of online legal resources to lists of popular UNIX books. If you're a 
leading participant in a discussion group that lacks a FAQ, consider writing one. If you've researched a 
topic that you think would be of interest to others, write it up and post it. See "Copyright in Cyberspace" 
on page 133 for a few words on the copyright implications of posting research.  

Sharing your knowledge is fun. It's a long-time net tradition. And it makes the world a better place.  

 
RULE 7: HELP KEEP FLAME WARS UNDER CONTROL 

"Flaming" is what people do when they express a strongly held opinion without holding back any emotion. 
It's the kind of message that makes people respond, "Oh come on, tell us how you really feel." Tact is not 
its objective.  

Does Netiquette forbid flaming? Not at all. Flaming is a long-standing network tradition (and Netiquette 
never messes with tradition). Flames can be lots of fun, both to write and to read. And the recipients of 
flames sometimes deserve the heat.  

But Netiquette does forbid the perpetuation of flame wars -- series of angry letters, most of them from two 
or three people directed toward each other, that can dominate the tone and destroy the camaraderie of a 
discussion group. It's unfair to the other members of the group. And while flame wars can initially be 
amusing, they get boring very quickly to people who aren't involved in them. They're an unfair 
monopolization of bandwidth.  

 
RULE 8: RESPECT OTHER PEOPLE'S PRIVACY 

Of course, you'd never dream of going through your colleagues' desk drawers. So naturally you wouldn't 
read their email either.  

Unfortunately, a lot of people would. This topic actually rates a separate section. For now, here's a 
cautionary tale. I call it  

The case of the snoopy foreign correspondent  

In 1993, a highly regarded foreign correspondent in the Moscow bureau of the Los Angeles Times was 
caught reading his coworkers' email. His colleagues became suspicious when system records showed 
that someone had logged in to check their email at times when they knew they hadn't been near the 
computer. So they set up a sting operation. They planted false information in messages from another one 
of the paper's foreign bureaus. The reporter read the notes and later asked colleagues about the false 
information. Bingo! As a disciplinary measure, he was immediately reassigned to another position at the 
paper's Los Angeles bureau.  

The moral: Failing to respect other people's privacy is not just bad Netiquette. It could also cost you your 
job. 
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RULE 9: DON'T ABUSE YOUR POWER 

Some people in cyberspace have more power than others. There are wizards in MUDs (multi-user 
dungeons), experts in every office, and system administrators in every system.  

Knowing more than others, or having more power than they do, does not give you the right to take 
advantage of them. For example, sysadmins should never read private email.  

 

RULE 10: BE FORGIVING OF OTHER PEOPLE'S MISTAKES 

Everyone was a network newbie once. And not everyone has had the benefit of reading this book. So 
when someone makes a mistake -- whether it's a spelling error or a spelling flame, a stupid question or an 
unnecessarily long answer -- be kind about it. If it's a minor error, you may not need to say anything. Even 
if you feel strongly about it, think twice before reacting. Having good manners yourself doesn't give you 
license to correct everyone else.  

If you do decide to inform someone of a mistake, point it out politely, and preferably by private email 
rather than in public. Give people the benefit of the doubt; assume they just don't know any better. And 
never be arrogant or self-righteous about it. Just as it's a law of nature that spelling flames always contain 
spelling errors, notes pointing out Netiquette violations are often examples of poor Netiquette.  
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APPENDIX 5 
This paper was reformatted for normal text reading from the web format in http://www.intime.uni.edu/model/modelarticle.html, 

Copyright©:INTIME 1999-2001 

Technology as Facilitator of Quality Education: A Model 
William P. Callahan and Thomas J. Switzer 

College of Education, University of Northern Iowa 
 
Note: The authors would like to thank the following graduate students for their work on the project: Alex Spatariu; 
Corina Cimpoeru; Simona Boroianu; Madalina Tincu; Marius Boboc; Michelle Matz; and Nadia Solukhina.  

Abstract 
Few people would argue with the idea that information technologies have a major impact on 
how we view schooling, teaching, and learning at this point in time. If technology is indeed a 
facilitator of quality education, how will it be used? How can developments in information 
technology facilitate an education appropriate for the 21st century while enhancing student 
achievement in core areas deemed important to our democratic society? This chapter 
describes the Technology as Facilitator of Quality Education (TFQE) model currently being 
developed at the University of Northern Iowa.  This model includes seven major dimensions: 
students at the center of their own learning; principles of good learning; aspects of 
information processing; standards from content disciplines; tenets of effective citizenship in 
a democratic society; teacher knowledge and behavior; and technology.  

 
Few people would argue with the idea that information technologies have a major impact on how we view 
schooling, teaching, and learning. They may, however, argue about the kind of impact that we currently 
feel from the use of technology in our classrooms. Opinions range from those who see technology as the 
driving force for all that will be good about education in the future, to those who see information 
technology as a force that will destroy education as we now know it, driving us toward all of the negative 
aspects of consumerism. 
 
Like most complicated technological developments and their associated social changes, the potential 
impact of information technology on education is somewhere between these two extreme positions. 
Decision making is, of course, still the key to the impact that technology will have on education. One 
would hope that informed human beings would find a way to capitalize on the best of what information 
technology has to offer, while preserving the core components of our educational system. This blending 
of the new with the old is most likely to serve us well in the future and provide us with a foundation for 
effective citizenship in a democratic society. 
 
People who fear the consequences of developments in information technology frequently do so not out of 
ignorance, but from the realization that these technologies present the possibility of a fundamental shift in 
how we think about the nature of schooling, teaching, and learning. They question the consequences of 
such a shift. Unfortunately, those who advocate this shift have not developed a persuasive rationale for 
their position. In their rush to support technology, they have failed to show how the shift can actually 
promote the core values of education in a democratic society. 
 
If technology is indeed a facilitator of quality education, how will it be used? How can developments in 
information technology facilitate an education appropriate for the 21st century, while enhancing student 
achievement in core areas deemed important to our democratic society? Technology as Facilitator of 
Quality Education (TFQE) is a model currently being developed at the University of Northern Iowa. It 
includes seven major dimensions: 
 
1. Students at the center of their own learning 
2. Principles of good learning 
3. Aspects of information processing 
4. Standards from content disciplines 
5. Tenets of effective citizenship in a democratic society 
6. Teacher knowledge and behavior 
7. Technology 
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The seven dimensions of the model provide a way for educators to view the integration of technology-
related tools into a robust educational environment and thus answer the hard questions regarding support 
for the shift in our educational activities toward technology. The model sets up a framework for this robust 
educational environment and identifies key points at which technology should be implemented and 
evaluated to determine its impact. It simultaneously allows for the integration of new research findings, 
while maintaining the structure to evaluate the impact of technology tools on these new findings as part of 
an ongoing evaluation process. In so doing, the model allows a variety of stakeholders to see the 
complex process that is education and how technology is affecting that process. 

                       Figure 1 

To understand how technology can facilitate quality education, we need to define the essential elements 
of quality education and the impact of technology on each of them. 
  
Students at the Center of Their Own Learning 
 
Student-centered learning (SCL) places the student (learner) in the center of the learning process. In 
student-centered learning, students are active participants in their learning rather than passive recipients; 
students are more intrinsically than extrinsically motivated; learning is more individualized than 
standardized. Student-centered learning develops “learning how to learn” skills such as problem solving, 
critical thinking, and reflective thinking. Student-centered learning accounts for and adapts to different 
learning styles of students. Student-centered learning is distinguished from teacher-centered learning or 
instruction, which is characterized by the transmission of information from a knowledge expert (teacher) to 
a relatively passive recipient (student/learner) or consumer. When we put students at the center of their 
own learning, we blend these various components into a unique learning system, one that allows us to 
view the complicated process that encompasses learning and its individual parts. 
 
Although the focus is on students at the center of their own learning, this does not mean learning by 
oneself. Learning and self-esteem are heightened when individuals are in respectful and caring 
relationships with others who see their potential, genuinely appreciate their unique talents, and accept 
them as individuals. The experience then challenges personal beliefs. Thoughts and understandings 
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resulting from learning and interpretations become the individual's basis for constructing reality and 
interpreting life experiences; this cannot occur when one is alone.  Learners must spend the larger part of 
their time in activities with others who ask them to do thought-provoking tasks such as explaining, making 
generalizations, and, ultimately, applying their understanding on their own. And they must do these things 
in a thoughtful way, with appropriate feedback to help them do better. (Blythe & Associates, 1998, p.7).    
 
In order for student-centered learning to occur, there needs to be high quality classroom management. 
According to Woolfolk (2001), there are at least, three reasons why this is important: to allocate more time 
for learning, to give more access to learning, and to help students develop self-management. “Students 
learn self-control by making choices and dealing with the consequences, setting goals and priorities, 
managing time, collaborating to learn, mediating disputes and making peace, and developing trusting 
relations with trustworthy teachers and classmates (Rogers & Frieberg, as cited in Woolfolk, 2001, p. 
439). Encouraging self-management requires extra time, but teaching students how to take responsibility 
is an investment well worth the effort. When elementary and secondary teachers have very effective class 
management systems but neglect to set student self-management as a goal, their students often find that 
they have trouble working independently after they graduate from these well-managed classes (Woolfolk, 
2001, p.17). 
 
Principles of Good Learning 
 
The second major dimension of the TFQE model is principles of good learning. The model focuses on the 
following eight principles: 
1. Active involvement| 
2. Patterns and connections 
3. Informal learning 
4. Direct experience 
5. Compelling situation 
6. Reflection 
7. Frequent feedback 
8. Enjoyable setting 
 
A decade of path-breaking research in the field of cognitive science suggests that major differences exist 
between knowledge based on recall and knowledge based on deeper forms of understanding. That 
research tells us that learning that is a product of the latter type of knowledge is rich, complex, and 
occasionally unpredictable. Building effective environments to foster it must rest on collective knowledge 
and active discussion of this complexity.Drawn from research in cognitive science, the following eight 
insights about learning itself seem particularly compelling as starting points for our attention: 
 
Active Involvement 
The learner is not a "receptacle" of knowledge, but rather creates his or her learning actively and uniquely 
(Ewell, 1997b, p. 6). Learning is an essentially creative act. Its proof lies in the learner’s ability to go 
beyond the simple "reproduction” of knowledge to engage in fundamentally new forms of understanding. 
Psychologist Jerome Bruner strikingly portrays learners as "epistemologists"--actively engaged in 
constructing unique ways of knowing and finding things out, even as they add to a particular stock of 
knowledge. This characterization of learning, of course, is quite at odds with our dominant instructional 
models, which stress additive content transmission (Ewell, 1997a, p. 2). 
 
Patterns and Connections 
Learning is about making meaning for learners as they establish and rework patterns, relationships, and 
connections. Cognitive science tells us that individual brains "learn to make themselves work" actively 
and individually by establishing new patterns of synaptic connection. The result is a unique set of "mental 
models" that each of us uses to make meaning out of specific situations. 
 
Informal Learning 
“Every student learns all the time, both with us and despite us” (Ewell, 1997, p.2). Synaptic connection 
making occurs constantly and not just in formal learning situations. Most of the resulting learning, 
moreover, is implicit--arising out of direct interaction with complex environments and a range of cues 
given by peers and mentors. This insight helps explain the common research finding that college students 
learn a lot outside of class. It also admonishes us to take conscious advantage of every available setting 
as an opportunity for learning. 
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Direct Experience 
Direct experience decisively shapes individual understanding. Cognitive science also tells us that the 
brain’s activity is in direct proportion to its engagement with actively stimulating environments. In a debate 
sometimes cited as the “situated learning controversy,” disagreement remains about the extent to which 
individual learners can generalize what they learn from discrete and different environments. This insight 
regarding brain activity lends credence to our efforts to create active student engagement in any teaching 
situation (Ewell, 1997b, p. 8). 
 
Compelling Situation 
Learning occurs best in the context of a compelling "presenting problem." Maximum learning tends to 
occur when people are confronted with specific, identifiable problems that they want to and are able to 
solve. The first condition, the desire to solve, emphasizes the strong role of "thinking dispositions" that 
determine when students will actually invest energy in learning. The second, the ability to solve, compels 
attention to creating learning situations that carefully manage the levels of challenge provided: too much, 
and the brain simply "turns itself off" (Ewell, 1977a, p. 3). 
 
Reflection 
Beyond stimulation, learning requires reflection. Brain research tells us that high challenge produces 
major surges in short-term neural activity (termed "beta-level" activity). But building lasting cognitive 
connections requires considerable periods of reflective ("alpha-level") activity as well. Absent reflection, 
solving "presenting problems" usually ends learning encounters at a point well short of the cognitive 
reorganization that deep learning requires. Effective learning situations thus need to encompass time for 
thinking (Ewell, 1997b, p. 9). 
 
Frequent Feedback 
Frequent feedback provides opportunities for students to practice what they have previously learned. 
Because the brain wants to deal with the most pressing matters, it is necessary to practice those things 
that we wish to retain and to receive feedback that includes “explicit cues about how to do better, such as 
that provided deliberately (or unconsciously)” by a teacher or peer (Ewell, 1997b, p. 9). Feedback 
influences learning by virtue of its frequency (i.e., number of interactions with a particular environmental 
stimulus such as a person or a task) and its quality. Quality feedback would reveal “specific, readily-
correctable, mistakes or discrepancies in current practices, or in the 'mental models' that lie behind them” 
(Ewell, 1997b, p. 9). Without frequent feedback and opportunities for practice, particularly in areas like 
mathematics and foreign language, “even well-learned abilities go away though recovery is not as difficult 
as initial acquisition” (Ewell, 1997b, p. 9). 
 
Enjoyable Setting 
Learning occurs best in a cultural context that provides both enjoyable interaction and substantial 
personal support. New insights into the ways traditional cultures gain and transmit knowledge (drawn 
from sociobiology and anthropology) remind us that effective learning is social and interactive. Key 
features of the necessary social milieu that we should be mindful of in creating new learning situations are 
direct personal support for manageable risk taking (and its occasional negative consequences) and 
frequent opportunities for peer interaction and feedback (Ewell, 1977a, p. 3). 
 
Aspects of Information Processing 
 
If modern classrooms focus on students at the center of their own learning and demonstrate the best 
principles of learning, those classrooms can develop the skills and dispositions necessary for students to 
process information. The TFQE model addresses the following dimensions of information processing: 
1. Appreciation 
2. Presearch 
3. Search 
4. Interpretation 
5. Communication 
6. Evaluation 
 
As vast amounts of information become available to individual citizens, the ability of each person to 
intelligently process that information takes on increased importance. Developing the dispositions and 
skills necessary for informed information processing then becomes a necessary component of education 
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in an information age. Although several information-processing models have been developed, the 
Pathways to Knowledge model developed by Marjorie L. Pappas and Ann E. Tepe is a well-conceived 
and well documented model. (Switzer, Callahan, & Quinn, 1999, p. 3) 
The Pappas and Tepe model, described below, allows one not only to look at individual students and how 
contemporary technology influences them, but also to view them as a coherent part of the TFQE model. 
 
Appreciation 
According to the Pathways Model (Pappas & Tepe, 1997), appreciation is the first stage of information 
processing. Appreciation may take place through firsthand experience or through various media--print, 
visual media such as film or paintings, audio media such as recordings, etc. “Appreciation often fosters 
curiosity and imagination that can be a prelude to a discovery phase in an information seeking activity. As 
learners proceed through the stages of information seeking their appreciation grows and matures 
throughout the process.” A learner may not always engage in the appreciation stage, but it can greatly 
enhance stages of the process. 
 
Presearch 
During the presearch stage learners make a connection between what they want to know and what they 
already know. Through exploratory searching, learners develop a broad overview of their topic as well as 
a general understanding of the relationships among subtopics. “Presearch provides searchers with 
strategies to narrow their focus and develop specific questions or define information needs" (Pappas & 
Tepe, 1997). 
 
Search 
The search stage is comprised of identifying suitable information sources, developing a search plan, and 
carrying it out (Pappas & Tepe, 1997). 
 
Interpretation 
In the interpretation stage, learners assess and reflect on the data they have collected. 
Instructional activities or units must first be designed to require students to engage in critical thinking or 
problem solving. If critical thinking is not a part of the learning plan, there is no need to interpret 
information and searchers are stuck at the knowledge level of learning (Pappas & Tepe, 1997). 
 
Communication 
This stage permits learners to organize and present their findings in an appropriate format. Pappas and 
Tepe (1997) recommend that teachers and school library media specialists allow learners to select the 
appropriate communication format rather than specifying the format. This process, they believe, will 
enable learners to become more critical viewers and users of multiple information formats. 
 
Evaluation 
Evaluation is an integral part of every stage of information processing. By continuously evaluating and 
revising, learners develop and improve their information-seeking techniques (Pappas & Tepe, 1997). 

  
Content Standards 
 
In recent years, content standards have been developed for almost all of the discipline areas, either by 
teams representing the disciplines or by agencies in various states. These content standards serve as a 
third dimension of our model (Switzer et al., 1999). Typical content areas include the arts; foreign 
language/ ESL; health/ P.E.; language arts; math; social studies; science; career technical education; 
other areas. 
A content standard in education is a statement that can be used to judge the quality of curriculum content 
or as part of a method of evaluation. Content standards articulate an essential core of knowledge and 
skills that students should master. Standards clarify what students are expected to know and be able to 
do at various points in their K-12 academic career. 
 
As content knowledge continues its unparalleled growth and as students continue to change, the 
standards must grow and change with them. Clearly, technology provides a means to manage, update, 
and distribute standards in a timely and useful fashion. Moreover, technology will enable us to 
accommodate for the wide variance in student ability and interest. We must be able to quickly and easily 
select appropriate content for students in both a horizontal (within a given level of knowledge and skill) 
and a vertical (across levels of knowledge and skills) fashion. 
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Tenets of Effective Citizenship in a Democratic Society 
 
As we integrate the tenets of democracy into a coherent picture of a robust learning environment, we find 
similarities between what we know about good classrooms and what we know about democracy. The 
context in which these tenets will be applied in the future is rich in technology applications. And it is 
technology that can vividly portray the need for such skills and understandings, as we consider these five 
tenets: tolerance; critical thinking and decision making; thinking together and making meaning; power 
sharing and empowerment; individual responsibility and civil involvement with others 
Tolerance 
Tolerance is defined as the capacity for or the practice of recognizing and respecting the beliefs or 
practices of others (The American Heritage Dictionary, 1982) or "sympathy or indulgence for beliefs or 
practices differing from or conflicting with one's own; the act of allowing something” (Webster’s Ninth New 
Collegiate Dictionary, 1991). 
 
The following steps can help individuals develop tolerance: 
1. Learning about the background of another individual by asking that individual to tell his/her story 
2. Listening without making judgments 
3. Asking questions to be sure of one’s understanding, comparing one’s own belief system to the  
    other individual's belief system 
4. Identifying similarities and differences between the belief systems 
5. Evaluating the differences 
6. Determining through advocacy and inquiry if one belief or the other is open to change 
7. Testing the legality and ethics of both positions 
 
Critical Thinking and Decision Making 
 
Widely agreed to be an important goal of education, critical thinking is closely associated with goals such 
as rationality, autonomy, and perhaps, creativity and intelligence. People who think critically proceed on 
the basis of careful evaluation of the premises and evidence and come to conclusions as objectively as 
possible by considering all pertinent factors and using valid logical procedures (Good, 1973). Siegel (as 
cited in Husen & Postlethwaite, 1994) proposed a justification of critical thinking in education in the 
following terms: 

a) the ideal of respect for others requires respect for a student’s right to question, to seek reasons, 
explanations, and justification; 

b) critical thinking is necessary to develop a student’s independent judgment required for self-
sufficiency in adulthood; 

c) critical thinking fosters in students these previously stated (a. and b.) dispositions, attitudes, and 
skills; and 

d) critical thinking is central to the kind of intelligent judgment required by citizens in a democracy 
(pp. 1206-1207) 

 
Citizens must gather necessary information to think critically. To do this, they must use inquiry skills 
(observation, description, comparison, identification, etc.). They must also think logically to use critical 
thinking, avoiding common problems in logic such as getting personal, making false comparisons, saying 
things everyone will like, arguing in circles, etc. (Callahan, 1998). 
 
Students then must decide on the reliability of the information that they use as evidence to support their 
positions on complex social problems. From competing claims to truth, they must decide what to believe. 
They must learn to distinguish claims to truth that have validity from those that do not. 
 
Decision making in a democracy is a process of reaching agreement in group situations through dialogue, 
discussion, debate, and analysis. In an open and dynamic society, individual citizens are privileged to 
play the deciding role in its governance. Citizens in a democracy make a host of decisions that affect their 
own welfare as well as the welfare of others. Common mistakes are made when simple rubrics (standard 
operating procedures, old sayings, using similar situations, etc.) are used to make complex decisions 
(Callahan, 1998). These problems get in the way when we try to tell ourselves the truth about the things 
we are doing and the decisions we are making. Citizens need to recognize these problems and be 
prepared to deal with them. 
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Thinking Together and Making Meaning 
 
Citizens must decide how to deal with complex social problems: how to define the problem, what values 
should be pursued, what public policies should be supported, what candidates should be elected to office, 
what actions should be taken with respect to social concerns (Engle & Ochoa, 1988, p. 61). They can be 
assisted in doing this by the following actions: 

• Dialoging about the situation with others  
• Checking to see if they have enough of the right information and if there is any bias in their 

thinking  
• Relating the situation to their personal beliefs to assure value and personal appreciation  
• Using emotions to indicate importance, but not as the only basis of behavior,  
• Differentiating between the problem and the possible solutions (separating means from ends)  
• Thinking of different ways to proceed   
• Analyzing collaboratively different ways to proceed, deciding which ways are the best and what 

should be done next (Callahan, 1998)  
 

Power Sharing and Empowerment 
 
Education for power sharing and empowerment aims to provide young people with the understanding, 
abilities, and commitments with which they can identify and act upon their interests. Empowerment is "the 
opportunity and means to effectively participate and share authority" (Bastian, Fruchter, Gittell, Greer, & 
Haskins, as cited in Simon, 1987, p. 374). A pedagogy of empowerment is important in valuing and 
legitimizing the expression of student voice. "It recognizes that a student voice is a discourse that 
constitutes a necessary logic of identity--a cultural logic that anchors subjectivity" (Bastian et al., as cited 
in Simon, 1987, p. 377). 
 
Empowerment can lead to rapid intellectual growth (Hill, 2000). Intellectual growth in the form of 
increased awareness, understanding, and ability to deal with complexity, uncertainty, and ambiguity is 
more likely to occur, and to occur rapidly, in contexts that allow students to experience powerful emotional 
and intellectual challenges within a supportive context. These contexts must also allow students to 
engage in a continuing cycle in which meaningful practice is built upon theory and is reflected upon with 
peers and tutors within a critical framework. In such contexts, the combination of support and challenge is 
more likely to foster the conditions for conceptual change, leading to a valuing of the new ideas and 
manifested in improved practice (Hill, 2000, p. 61). 
 
Individual Responsibility and Civil Involvement with Others 
 
Another key ingredient in this process is responsibility: the state or fact of being responsible for something 
or somebody, for doing something. Responsibility can encompass the following: 

• having the job or duty of doing something or caring for somebody/something so that you may be 
blamed if something goes wrong; 

• being capable of being trusted, reliable, and sensible (Oxford, 1996); 
• being liable in a legal sense for the normal legal consequences of the action; 
• being morally responsible for what you do which could result in praise or blame, whichever is 

appropriate to the action in question; and 
• being responsible for your actions through your ability to control what you do, being held to legal 

consequences or to moral blame. (Hart, 1967, p. 19) 
 

Individual responsibility and civil involvement with others are traits that grow with the opportunities in a 
democracy to share mutual tasks for the orderliness and welfare of the group as well as for personal 
independence (Good, 1973). Individual, or personal, responsibility implies a sensitivity to group needs 
and group problems. Someone with personal responsibility calls the group’s attention to conditions and 
situations detrimental to group welfare. That person may propose changes in group procedures that 
promote the best interests of the group. Individual responsibility is a conscious and voluntary obedience 
to all procedures the group adopts that represent group attempts to solve group problems. "It is not 
passive submission to group demands prompted by a desire to escape group displeasure; it is rather 
active participation prompted by a desire to aid in promoting the best interests of the group" 
(Hollingshead, 1941, pp. 43-44). 
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Teacher Knowledge and Behavior 
 
To be effective teachers must not only be knowledgeable about the content area. They must also have 
the skills and abilities to communicate that knowledge, which necessitates an understanding of student 
characteristics, pedagogy, and classroom management. 
 
Student Characteristics 
 
Research has revealed the importance of adjusting learning activities to the learner. The closer the match 
between students’ learning styles and their teachers’ teaching styles, the higher the grade point average 
(Dunn, Griggs, Olson, Gorman, & Beasley, 1995). According to Dunn and Griggs’ (1995) Learning Style 
Model, students are affected by five main factors: 

1. Their immediate environment (sound, light, temperature and furniture/setting design) 
2. Their own emotionality (motivation, persistence, responsibility, or the opportunity  

to do things in their own way) 
3. Their sociological preferences (learning alone or in different-sized groups) 
4. Their physiological characteristics (perceptual strengths represented by auditory 

visual, actual, kinesthetic, and sequenced characteristics) 
5. Their processing inclination (global/analytical, right/left, impulsive/reflective) 

 
Accommodating instruction to these styles is much easier with the rich resources available through 
various technologies.  Practitioners throughout the United States have reported statistically higher test 
scores or grade point averages for students who changed from traditional teaching to learning-style 
teaching at all levels--elementary, secondary, and college. For instance, the Frontier, NY, school district’s 
special education high school program applied the Learning Style Model. After the first year (1987-1988), 
the percentage of successful students increased to 66 %. During the second year (1988-1989), 91% of 
the district’s population was successful; in the third year (1989-1990) the results remained constant at 
90% (Brunner & Majewski, 1990). 
 
Finally, a U.S. Department of Education four-year investigation that included on-site visits, interviews, 
observations, and examinations of national test data concluded that attending to learning styles was one 
of the few strategies that had a positive impact on the achievement of special education students 
throughout the nation (Alberg, Cook, Fiore, Friend, & Sano, 1992). 
 
In-Depth Content Knowledge 
 
To teach all students according to today’s standards, teachers need to understand subject matter deeply 
and flexibly so they can help students create useful cognitive maps, relate one idea to another, and 
address misconceptions. Teachers need to see how ideas connect across fields and to everyday life and 
then assist their students in seeing these connections. This kind of understanding provides a foundation 
for pedagogical content knowledge that enables teachers to make ideas accessible to others (Shulman, 
1987). 
 
Shulman (1986) introduced the phrase pedagogical content knowledge and sparked a new wave of 
scholarly articles on teachers' knowledge of their subject matter and the importance of this knowledge for 
successful teaching. In Shulman' s theoretical framework, teachers need to master two types of 
knowledge: (a) content, also known as "deep" knowledge of the subject itself and (b) knowledge of 
curricular development. Content knowledge encompasses what Bruner (as cited in Shulman, 1992) called 
the "structure of knowledge" --the theories, principles, and concepts of a particular discipline. Especially 
important is content knowledge that deals with the child and with the teaching process, including the most 
useful forms of representing and communicating content and how students best learn the specific 
concepts and topics of a subject. "If beginning teachers are to be successful, they must wrestle 
simultaneously with issues of pedagogical content (or knowledge) as well as general pedagogy (or 
generic teaching principles)" (Grossman, as cited in Ornstein, Thomas, & Lasley, 2000, p. 508). 
 
A skillful teacher figures out what students know and believe about a topic and how learners are likely to 
“hook into” new ideas. Teaching in ways that connect with students also requires an understanding of 
differences that may arise from culture, family experiences, developed intelligences, and approaches to 
learning. Teachers need to build a foundation of pedagogical learner knowledge (Grimmet & Mackinnon, 
1992). 
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To help all students learn, teachers need several kinds of knowledge about learning. They need to think 
about what it means to learn different kinds of material for different purposes and how to decide which 
kinds of learning are most necessary in different contexts. Teachers must be able to identify the strengths 
and weaknesses of different learners and must have the knowledge to work with students who have 
specific learning disabilities or needs. Teachers need to know about curriculum resources and 
technologies to connect their students with sources of information and knowledge that allow them to 
explore ideas, acquire and synthesize information, and frame and solve problems. And, teachers need to 
know about collaboration--how to structure interactions among students so that more powerful shared 
learning can occur; how to collaborate with other teachers; and how to work with parents to learn more 
about their children and to shape supportive experiences at school and home (Shulman, 1992). 
 
Acquiring this sophisticated knowledge and developing a practice different from what teachers 
themselves experienced as students requires learning opportunities for teachers that are more powerful 
than simply reading and talking about new pedagogical ideas (Ball & Cohen, 1996). Teachers learn best 
by studying, by doing and reflecting, by collaborating with other teachers, by looking closely at students 
and their work, and by sharing what they see. 
 
Classroom Management 
 
School and classroom management aims at encouraging and establishing student self-control through a 
process of promoting positive student achievement and behavior. Thus, academic achievement, teacher 
efficacy, and teacher and student behavior are directly linked with the concept of school and classroom 
management. Classroom management focuses on three major components: content management, 
conduct management, and covenant management. 
 
Not surprisingly, a high incidence of classroom disciplinary problems has a significant impact on the 
effectiveness of teaching and learning. Teachers facing such issues often fail to plan and design 
appropriate instructional tasks. They also tend to neglect variety in lesson plans and rarely prompt 
students to discuss or evaluate the materials they are learning. In addition, student comprehension or 
seatwork is not monitored on a regular basis. In contrast, strong and consistent management and 
organizational skills have been identified as leading to fewer classroom discipline problems. In this light, 
content management "does not refer to skills peculiar to teaching a particular subject but rather to those 
skills that cut across subjects and activities" (Froyen & Iverson, 1999). Doyle (as cited in Froyen & 
Iverson, 1999) stressed the core of instructional management is gaining and maintaining student 
cooperation in learning activities.  
 
Conduct management is centered on one’s beliefs about the nature of people. By integrating knowledge 
about human diversity (and individuality, at the same time) into a particular instructional philosophy, 
teachers manage their classrooms in a better, more effective way. Teachers need to assist students in 
learning and displaying positive behaviors. In planning classroom management, teachers should consider 
using an assertive communication style and behavior. In addition, they should always know what they 
want their students to do and involve them in the respective learning activities, under the general 
conditions of clearly and explicitly stated schoolwide and classroom rules. Iverson and Froyen (1999) 
describe conduct management as essential to the creation of a foundation for "an orderly, task-oriented 
approach to teaching and learning," thus leading to granting students greater independence and 
autonomy through socialization. 
 
Covenant management stresses the classroom group as a social system. Teacher and student roles and 
expectations shape the classroom into an environment conducive to learning. In other words, the culture 
of any given school is particular. However, it is directly influenced by the culture of the larger community 
whose educational goals are to be met. A strong connection between school-community is to be 
constantly revised and modified according to the requirements of societal dynamism. As schools become 
very diverse, teachers and students should become aware of how to approach and integrate diversity into 
an effective school/classroom social group. 
 
Pedagogy. 
 
The professional teaching standards represent the teaching profession’s consensus on the critical 
aspects of the art and science of teaching (pedagogy) that characterize accomplished teachers in various 
fields. Cast in terms of actions that teachers take to advance student outcomes, these standards also 
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incorporate the essential knowledge, skills, dispositions, and commitments that allow teachers to practice 
at a high level. The standards rest on a fundamental philosophical foundation comprised of five core 
propositions: 

1. Teachers are committed to their students and their learning.  
2. Teachers know the subjects they teach and how to teach those subjects to students.  
3. Teachers are responsible for managing and monitoring student learning.  
4. Teachers think systematically about their practice and learn from experience.  
5. Teachers are members of learning communities.  

 
Effective teachers display skills at creating curriculum designed to build on students' present knowledge 
and understanding and move them to more sophisticated and in-depth abilities, knowledge, concepts, 
and performances. They calibrate their responses to students, designing activities to the students' 
"proximal zone" for learning and development.Teachers employ a range of instructional strategies and 
resources to match the variety of student skills and to provide each student several ways of exploring 
important ideas, skills, and concepts. They understand how to work as facilitators, coaches, models, 
evaluators, managers, and advocates. They know how to utilize various forms of play, different strategies 
for grouping students, and different types of media and materials.Teachers observe and assess students 
in the context of ongoing classroom life. They are skilled in collecting and interpreting a variety of types of 
evidence to evaluate where each student is in a sequence or continuum of learning and development. 
They know how to move from assessment to decisions about curriculum, social support, and teaching 
strategies, to increase the prospects for successful learning.Teachers understand and respect the diverse 
cultures, values, languages, and family backgrounds of their students, use community people and 
settings as resources for learning, and involve parents and families as active partners in the students' 
total development. 
 
 
Technology 
 
Technology is neither hardware nor software. It is a set of powerful tools that the teacher and learner can 
use to facilitate his/her own learning process. Technology resources can provide opportunities for 
learning and can create the "conditions that optimize learning" (Switzer et al., 1999). Technology provides 
the means for the teacher to re-examine the nature of the classroom environment. The teacher is no 
longer the fount of all knowledge because technology can provide access to sources beyond the 
classroom and textbooks. The teacher can become the facilitator of learning, incorporating a host of 
strategies to guide learners. Technology opens the door to the world, allowing learners to access 
libraries, other learners and experts, and a vast array of resources. Technology-related learning activities 
can range from operating a computer or other equipment, to understanding ethical issues associated with 
technology in society, to learning how technology can assist the disabled. 
 
As the model "Technology as Facilitator of Quality Education" implies, technology plays an essential role 
in facilitating quality education. Technology can be used to develop information-processing skills and 
dispositions. Databases, simulations, and access to the Internet can provide rich experiences and 
information as students acquire the skills and knowledge represented by the content standards. Students 
can also practice the tenets of democracy while engaging in technology-mediated activities (Switzer et al., 
1999, p. 8). 
 
To ensure that technology is used to facilitate quality education, its key elements need to be matched with 
a set of standards for its appropriate uses. The University of Northern Iowa (UNI) Teacher Education 
Faculty has developed the Preservice Teacher Technology Competencies, which are performance-based 
competencies modeled on several national standards documents. These include the International Society 
for Technology in Education (ISTE) Recommended Foundations in Technology for All Teachers, which 
have been adopted by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE); ISTE’s 
National Educational Technology Standards for Students; and the American Association of School 
Librarians and Association for Educational Communications and Technology Information Literacy 
Standards for Student Learning. The competencies serve as a taxonomy to guide understanding of this 
area. They have three sections: 

1. Basic technology equipment operations and concepts  
2. Technology resources and tools for information literacy  
3. Technology resources and tools for content areas  
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The first section deals with basic operational skills that enable us to use technology to process 
information and solve problems. In the second section, the focus is on technology tools that are 
necessary to support information literacy (the ability to gather, analyze, and communicate information) for 
personal and professional reasons as well as for instructional purposes. Discipline-specific technology 
tools are taken up in the third section. For example, mathematics teachers need to know how to integrate 
the graphing calculator into instruction. The competencies help teachers assess where their strengths 
and weaknesses lie so that they can then address the weaknesses identified. 
 
Each competency is written with five defined levels of proficiency: (a) pre-novice, (b) novice/awareness, 
(c) apprentice/professional skill, (d) practitioner/curricular integration, and (e) expert/reflection. In all 
cases, pre-novice means no experience; novice means minimal experience; apprentice means 
experience doing something on a personal level; practitioner means experience using these resources to 
create learning opportunities; and expert means reflection upon the use of these resources to create 
learning opportunities. 
 
Conclusion 
 
The TFQE model allows us to view the integration of technology as an essential set of tools being used 
appropriately in a robust educational environment, a democratic setting in which students are at the 
center of their own learning. Addressing deficiencies in the use of technology in K-12 education using the 
TFQE model, a consortium of schools have developed the INTIME project (Integrating New Technologies 
Into the Methods of Education, http://www.intime.uni.edu/), funded by a Catalyst grant from the U.S. 
Department of Education. 
 
The purpose of the three-year project is to provide the necessary resources for methods faculty to revise 
their courses, model technology integration, and require preservice teachers to integrate technology, 
along with components of quality education, in their lessons and units. A consortium of five participating 
universities has come together in this project to create new learning resources and implement new 
standards for technology integration in preservice teacher preparation. Participating universities from the 
Renaissance Group, a consortium of universities dedicated to quality in teacher education, include 
Eastern Michigan University, Emporia State University, Longwood College, Norfolk State University, and 
Southeast Missouri State University. 
 
Drawing on the TFQE model, this project is intended to produce change in teacher education programs in 
three ways. First, new learning resources on the Web will be generated to support new teaching and 
learning processes in education methods courses. These resources will include development of video 
scenarios of preK-12 teachers effectively integrating technology, along with components of quality 
education, in a variety of grade levels and content areas. The videos will be stored on a video server 
already in place at the University of Northern Iowa and made accessible on-line nationwide. 
 
Second, methods faculty will revise their courses to model technology integration using the video 
scenarios and on-line discussion forum, require students to apply technology, and implement the 
Preservice Teacher Technology Competencies as exit criteria for their courses. Finally, methods faculty 
will share strategies for integrating technology and course revisions with other faculty involved in the grant 
through a variety of activities. Each participating university will ensure that faculty members have access 
to adequate resources that support the integration of technology into methods courses, providing one-on-
one technical support to those faculty members who are revising their courses to integrate technology. 
Methods faculty members will also participate in faculty development programs to revise their methods 
courses to incorporate new learning resources and new standards. A professional evaluation team will 
assess the overall effects of the project on teaching and learning, as new learning resources are 
developed and implemented, along with new standards, into methods courses. 
 
The Technology as Facilitator of Quality Education model within the context of the INTIME project is 
intended to provide teachers and instructors of teaching methods classes with a rich resource for 
integrating technology throughout the school curriculum. It is only through full integration and use 
throughout the curriculum that the full potential of technology will be realized. 
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